
THE RIGHT PRIME MINISTER AND CABINET FOR CURRENT SOMALIA. 

My response to the call by the international community for ceasefire by the Somalis is that 

we should get serious and honest and re-unite the five parts into which the international 

community divided the Somali Nation and create a Prosperity Horn Common Market. For 

more on this and the sort of rulers needed in Mogadishu now, please read more below and 

Google “amiirdaldoon”. 

Though I personally have so many doubts about the degree of honesty and seriousness for the 

good there, while the resigning prime minister has been " A Civilian Intellectual" with an 

easy and happy city background, I would suggest that the right qualification of a prime 

minister there has to be "A Military/Police Intellectual" with less happy-easy-going city 

background who has been out of the activities in the last twenty years there but who anyway 

followed closely what has been going on there.  

By the collapse of the Somali government in about twenty years ago, there were many well 

trained and well educated young military/police officers who fled to all parts of the world and 

got additional modern, civilian, and higher education who therefore are by now about fifty 

years old and well qualified for the current Somali situation without having been badly 

painted by the twenty year old mess.   

One of the reasons of my proposal is that there is no much civilian management science there 

now but more of "Political Military Science". The business there is rough military business 

and thus needs rough but well trained and well educated military/police men, including at the 

cabinet level and more!!!!!!!  

THE RIGHT PRIME MINISTER FOR CURRENT SOMALIA is probably = {Colonel 

Abdullahi Yusuf minus (cleric phobia/wadaad nacayb) plus (genuine International 

Community and Somali Support)}.  

Similar questions could also be raised about the qualifications of the president. But, hold on a 

second! By the way, why we don’t drop all this rough and never ending business, and instead, 

re-unite the five parts of the Somali Nation and then create a Prosperity Horn Common 

Market in which Somalia’s landlocked, xagar-oodan sister-neighbours may reach the Somali 

beech/coast for fishing and swimming not in the supplied tanks as now but in own open cars 

or by legs?  

Amiirdaldoon Hussein in Aarhus, Denmark 


